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Climate Proof Cities
How can Dutch cities prepare for the impacts of
climate change?
One of the research programmes of Knowledge for
Climate
Duration four years, budget 6.6 mln Euro, 13 PhD
students + researchers: meteorologists, engineers,
political scientists, geographers, etc.
Ten partners:

In cooperation with: University of Manchester, Kassel University and Albert-Ludwigs University Freiburg
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societal stakes and risks

INTEGRATED ASSESSMENT

Integrated assessment
• A method of analysis that combines results and models from the
physical, biological, economic and social sciences, and the interactions
between these components, in a consistent framework, to project the
consequences of climate change and the policy responses to it (IPCC)
Integrated assessment (IA) is a reflective and iterative participatory process
that links knowledge (science) and action (policy) regarding
complex global change issues such as acidification and climate change.
IA can be defined as an interdisciplinary process of combining, interpreting
and communicating knowledge from diverse scientific disciplines in such
a way that the whole cause–effect chain of a problem can be evaluated
from a synoptic perspective with two characteristics: (i) it should have
added value compared to single disciplinary assessment; and (ii) it
should provide useful information to decision makers (Rotmans and
Dowlatabadi, 1997).
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Integrated assessment in Climate Proof Cities:
this presentation
Two lines:

• The scientific approach: frameworks, approaches, link to practice,
participatory process
• The practical approach: how we plan to organise it.
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The scientific approach: unraveling the policy
questions:
How can Dutch cities prepare for the
impacts of climate change?
• How will climate change influence (Dutch) cities?
• How vulnerable are (Dutch) cities for climate change, and what
will be the impacts?
• What kind of adaptation measures are possible and effective?
• How to implement these measures? (urban climate governance)
• What will be the balance of urgency, costs and benefits?
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The questions and the analysis framework
Climate Change

•Observations &
measurements
•Model development at
meso and micro scale

•Human health impacts
•Indoor environment & energy
performance
•Neighbourhood typology

WP3 Adaptation
Responses &
Strategies
•Green interventions
•Dealing with precipitation
at building and city scale
•Connecting water &
energy systems
•Climate robust design:
>building- neighbourhood;
>neighbourhood to city;
>city to region

Urban Dynamics

WP2 Sensitivity, Impacts
& Vulnerability

Five questions – five
interrelated work
packages

Mitigation

WP1 Urban
Climate System

Embedded in knowledge on
other developments

WP4 Governance & Adaptive Capacity
•Integration in existing spatial planning processes
•Implementation in residential buildings
•Adaptation strategies and redevelopment of urban areas and business
parks
•Self-organization of citizens

Urban Governance
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WP5 Integration
•Integration frameworks
•Effectiveness and prioritization of adaptation options
•Cost-benefit analysis
•Integrated assessment of need and possibilities of urban
adaptation

Urban scales

A research chain on each level: monitoring of urban climate
->modeling->impacts->inventory of adaptation options->
development of adaptation measures->implementation of measures
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Case Studies
street
• Multidisciplinary research
teams will explore case
studies in the cities involved
• Case studies form a first
integration platform for the
outcomes (in practice)
• And a first and important
forum for stakeholder
involvement
Work
package:

urban
climate

Work package:
sensitivity,
impacts and
vulnerability

Work
package:
adaptation
measures

neighbourhood

Work package:
urban climate
governance

building

Work
package:
integration

Case: building and street
Case: neighbourhood and business parks
Case: integral water management (neighbourhood and city level)
Case: region/climate buffers
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Stakeholder Participation

Elaborating of research questions
Identification of case study locations
Cooperation in executing the research
Participatory visioning of future
developments and adaptation options
Shaping of the regular policy reporting
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- Inventory of needs
- Clarifying research questions and
research directions

Policy reporting and dealing with uncertainty
• Global climate models
uncertainty communication

• Regional climate models
• Meso- and micro models
• Impacts + sensitivity = vulnerability
• Effectiveness and costs effectiveness of responses
in specific situations
• Comparability of various responses
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How to organise?
• To make an integrated assessment one needs a working
framework,
- in which all involved are able to recognise themselves
- that demonstrates interdependencies
Such a framework includes actions and products:
• descriptions (of interactions and interrelationships)
• guidelines
• regular meetings or researchers and stakeholders
• common products, such as intermediate and final reports
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For example: the analysis framework
The analysis framework provides:
• a common vision on the
questions that need to be
answered and the outcomes that
are needed for answering these;

Climate Change
Mitigation

WP1 Urban
Climate System
•Observations &
measurements
•Model development at
meso and micro scale

•Human health impacts
•Indoor environment & energy
performance
•Neighbourhood typology

•Green interventions
•Dealing with precipitation
at building and city scale
•Connecting water &
energy systems
•Climate robust design:
>building- neighbourhood;
>neighbourhood to city;
>city to region

Urban Dynamics

WP2 Sensitivity, Impacts
& Vulnerability

WP3 Adaptation
Responses &
Strategies

WP4 Governance & Adaptive Capacity
•Integration in existing spatial planning processes
•Implementation in residential buildings
•Adaptation strategies and redevelopment of urban areas and business
parks
•Self-organization of citizens

Urban Governance
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• understanding of the
contributions by various scientific
disciplines
• understanding which knowledge
needs to be shared between
parties (and when)
• understanding the ‘language’
that is necessary for sharing
(definitions, concepts, methods);
• and how that sharing can be
achieved (tools & workshops)

WP5 Integration
•Integration frameworks
•Effectiveness and prioritization of adaptation options
•Cost-benefit analysis
•Integrated assessment of need and possibilities of urban
adaptation

For example: guidelines
•
•
•

Problems in communication (jargon and definitions)
Problems in comparison (units for comparing effectiveness of
responses)
Problems in compilation (completeness of information)

Hence a couple of guidelines:
1. Sensitivity, Vulnerability and Impact
2. Dealing with uncertainty
3. Expressing effectiveness of adaptation measures
4. Costs of adaptation measures
5. Reporting on measures, a checklist
6. ….
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For example: a regular report

Regular insight in
the degree of
integration and
completeness
achieved

Focus for all
involved

Climate
proof cities

Regular steering by
stakeholders on
content

Reflection on the
whole assessment
process
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More information:
• www.knowledgeforclimate.nl/climateproofcities
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